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n Gold fell more than 1 percent today as the euro slid against the dollar after
Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi conceded defeat in a referendum over his
plan to reform the constitution.

n The political uncertainty in the euro zone earlier spurred safe-haven demand
for gold, but the precious metal later surrendered gains to trade lower. Spot
gold was down 1.2 percent at $1,163.01 an ounce. U.S. gold futures shed 1.1
percent to $1,164.70 per ounce.

.

n Looks like people are buying the U.S. dollar and that is in turn prompting selling
in gold. People bought gold after the Italian referendum and it looks like they
are selling back.

..

n The euro fell to its lowest in nearly two years against the dollar after Renzi said
he would resign following a stinging defeat on constitutional reform that could
destabilise the country's shaky banking system.

n Speculators reduced their net long position in gold futures and options by
17,843 lots to 103,392 lots, the lowest since February, U.S. Commodity Futures
Trading Commission data showed on Friday.

n Tracking losses in gold, silver dropped 0.7 percent to $16.58 an ounce, after
touching its highest in more than two weeks. Gold premiums in China held
near three-year highs this week amid limited supply of the precious metal with
traders saying Beijing was restricting imports, while prices in India swung to
a discount as a severe cash crunch dampened appetite.

n The latest look at the U.S. job market all but cemented the likelihood for the
second Federal Reserve interest-rate hike in a year when the central bank
meets later this month. Such a Fed move has been long priced in to gold
trading, leaving the market anxious for policy maker clues on their possible
course of action next year.

The gold markets went back and forth during the week,

testing the 1160 level on the bottom, and the 1200

level on the top. Ultimately, we ended up forming a

negative candle and as a result I believe that the

sellers will continue to pushes market lower. Currently,

I believe that we�re going to reach towards the $1100

level below, but it might be a bit of a choppy move to

the downside. I think that the $1200 level continues

offer quite a bit of resistance and therefore has to be

thought of as the �ceiling� in this market.The gold

market remains oversold as the RSI (relative strength

index) is printing a reading of 26, which is below the

oversold trigger level of 30 and could foreshadow a

correction. Momentum remain negative as the MACD

(moving average convergence divergence) index prints

in the black, but the trajectory has flattened reflecting

consolidation.
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n Gold futures settled higher Friday, paring their

loss for the week

n The Dollar and Treasury yields eased back in the

wake of the monthly jobs report

n The nation�s unemployment rate fell to a nine-

year low in November and relatively strong job

growth continued

n The latest look at the U.S job market cemented

the likelihood for the second Federal Reserve

interest-rate hike in a year

n Higher rates tend to be a negative factor for

nonyielding gold
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n Crude oil prices rose above $52 a barrel today in European trading session,
trading at a fresh 16-month high, as optimism spread about the prospect of a
tightening market after OPEC members agreed on a landmark deal to cut
production last week.

n Today's gains take the rally since the agreement was struck on Wednesday
to 19 percent for Brent, the highest in almost eight years, and 16 percent for
U.S crude.

n WTI crude oil traded up 54 cents, or 1 percent, at $52.22 a barrel. Prices had
eased slightly earlier in the session, sparking renewed buying. It seems that
any dip is seen as a buying opportunity.

n Members of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries will this
weekend meet with non-OPEC producers in Vienna to finalize a global deal
to limit oil production.

n From January, non-OPEC producers are expected to add an output cut of
600,000 barrels per day (bpd) to OPEC's agreed 1.2 million bpd reduction.
However, one large uncertainty in the global supply balance is output from the
United States, whose shale oil drillers proved more resilient than expected to
weak oil prices.

n U.S. energy firms extended their recovery in oil drilling into a seventh month
last week, data from energy services firm Baker Hughes showed on Friday.
Overall, accounting for the recent rise in oil drilling, but also for cutbacks earlier
this year on low prices.

n Some market watchers have noted that higher prices are likely to simply lead
to higher production from U.S.-based shale producers, whose output is more
profitable with oil above $50 a barrel.

.

The WTI Crude Oil market initially fell on Friday, but

found enough support at the $50 level to turn around

and form a hammer. The hammer of course is a very

bullish sign and the fact that we have broken above

the top of the uptrend line in the essentially found it

supportive, as well as the strong move on the weekly

candle, I believe that this market is ready to break out

to the upside again. I don�t know how long is going to

last, but certainly over the next couple of weeks it

looks as if the bullish pressure will continue. We do

have concerns about oversupply, and of course the

United States and Canada will add to that with higher

prices. Selling isn�t a thought until we get below the

$49 level which would represent a pretty significant

breakdown from what I see. Momentum is positive as

the MACD index prints in the black with an upward

sloping trajectory which points to higher prices.

n Oil prices shot to levels not seen in more than a

year today

n Crude reversed earlier losses and resumed last

week�s sharp rally inspired by OPEC�s historic

agreement to cut production

n Crude for January delivery rose 49 cents, or 1%,

to $52.18 a barrel

n Investors continued to weigh last week�s deal by

the OPEC

n The rise in prices seen since last week was

triggered by OPEC�s decision to cut production

by 1.2 million barrels per day
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n Silver for March delivery was up 1.74% at $16.79 a troy ounce in Friday�s
trading session, while copper for March delivery settled at $2.63 a pound,
despite a solid U.S. jobs report as the dollar slid, helping support demand for
the precious metal.

n The Labor Department reported Friday that the U.S. economy added 178,000
jobs in November from the prior month, while the unemployment rate dropped
to 4.6%, its lowest level in nine years.

n Economists had forecast nonfarm payrolls rising by 175,000 last month and
the unemployment rate remaining unchanged at 4.9%. However, the report
also showed that average hourly earnings fell 0.1% from October, while the
annual rate of wage growth slowed to 2.5% from 2.8% in October.

n The U.S dollar index, which measures the greenback's strength against a
trade-weighted basket of six major currencies, was down 0.27% to 100.75 late
Friday, helping support precious metals .

n The jobs report underlined the Fed's case for a rate hikes at its upcoming
meeting on December 13-14, but the weak wage data clouded the outlook for
further rate hikes in 2017.

n Investors are currently pricing in a 100% chance of a rate hike this month,
according to federal funds futures tracked Investing.com's Fed Rate Monitor
Tool. Investors see a 93.9% chance of a follow up rate increase in February.
Expectations of tighter monetary policy tend to weigh on silver, which struggles
to compete with yield-bearing assets when borrowing costs rise.

n In the week ahead, markets will be paying close attention to speeches by Fed
officials and U.S. data on non-manufacturing activity and consumer confidence
going into the holiday period.

Silver markets fell initially during the week, but turned

around to form a hammer. Ultimately, this is a market

that looks like it could bounce but I recognize that the

$17 level above is resistive. The $17.50 level above

is also resistive, so at this point I feel that even though

we should have a bounce, I�m looking for a resistive

candle above in order to start selling. A break down

below the bottom of the candle is also a bearish sign,

but at this time it looks likely that we will have to you

shorter-term charts.Silver exhibits overwhelmingly

bearish signals, with relative strength approaching

oversold levels and the MACD showing continuing

declining momentum. The hammer of course is a very

bullish sign, and thus I think that we may get a bit of

a bounce. However, the $17 level above is resistive,

just as the $17.50 level is. Because of this, I have no

interest in buying this market.

n There were further negative influences on silver

from a further sharp increase in bond yields and

a strong dollar

n Prices were resilient on hopes for a stronger

global trend after firm PMI data

n Industrial commodities were generally firmer

during the day, which provided some underlying

support to silver

n After sliding to lows near $16.00, silver continued

a gradual recovery to the $16.60

n Silver overall dipped lower under the weight of

yields, especially with gold
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